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Abstract

Collisions between complex nuclei are described varia-

tionally in terras of the GCH with the aim to provide an evi-

dence that it is a menagable calculations! procedure. The va~

riational principle of Kohn and Kato is used to derive the

expression for the £ matrix. The apace of scattering states

is spanned entirely by antisymmatrized products of shell mo-

del wave functions describing separate clusters; the generator

coordinate is the separation between the two shell model poten-

tials. Scattering boundary conditions are enforced by solving

an integral equation for the channel GC amplitude in each

open channel separately. The main part of evaluation of col-

lision parameters is performed by calculating double integrals

of a form factor between channel GG amplitudes. A theorem

about a property of the form factors is proved which allows

to reduce the amount of work needed to calculate double in-

tegrals.

The application of the method to the elastic H to He

scattering has shown the feasibility of the calculation.

It is shown how an analysis of calculated scattering

parameters and corresponding scattering states in terms of

quaeibound states enables one to make a consistent comparison

with experiment and to extract some knowledge of the reaction

mechanism.

Finally a comparative list of the calculational proce-

dures of the GCM and EGM for reactions, is made.

-i-

1. Introduction

During past few years the generator coordinate method

(GCM) was used quite often in connection with the microscopic

1 2)
cluster models for bound states ' ' and for collisions of

composite nuclei ' . As the generator coordinate the distance

between the shell-model potentials of the clusters was taken.

In the description of collisions the generator coordinates

were often used only as a technical means for evaluating the

kernels of an integro-differential equation '. In the reso-

nating group method (EGM), for example, the matrix elements of

the Hamiltonian and identity operators are calculated first

in the GC representation and then they are transformed into

kernels of the integrodifferential equation, which are func-

tions of two variables r and r', both denoting the relative

distance between the centres of mass of the fragments.

There is, however, the GCM for collisions *', which

allows one to perform the whole calculation in the GC basis.

This method differs from the RGM in analytical and numerical

tools needed for evaluating collision parameters.

In this paper we describe and discuss the techniques

as well as the approximations used in the GCM for reactions.

In sect. 2 we recall the Kohn-Kato variational expression for

the K-raatrix elements of a collision process with two composite

Or elementary particles in initial and final scattering states.

Sect. 3 contains the definition of our trial wave function

of the GC type and the form factors in the GC representation.
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These form factors are the building blocks of the Kohn-Kato

variational functional. Sect. ^ is devoted to a convenient

practical treatment of double integrals whose evaluation is

a most delicate numerical problem of the IJCM for collisions.

In order to illustrate the usefulness of the GO formalism we

apply it to the elastic scattering of H on He. sect. 5-

In sect. 6 we try to point out-the similarities and differen-

ces of the GCM for collisions in comparison with the RGM.

Finally, some open problems of the microscopic theories of

collisions are discussed.

, -1+1
(2)

and

(5)

if the channel is open, or

A. B.
2. The formalism

We consider reactions of the type

vv (1)

where H_ is the number of open channels. The channel index j

is specified by the total intrinsic angular momenta s, and s,

of the fragments A. and B. respectively, their z components

"̂-j and ^p,tho relative angular momentum 1 and its z component m and

the wavenumber k of the relative motion, and all the other

quantum numbers tk needed to specify the channel uniquely:

j )

If there is an incoming wave in the jth channel, the so-

lution of the Schrodinger equation, corresponding to the system

(1), haa to satisfy the following boundary conditions:

if the channel j is closed. Here r =X £ - X^ is the relative

separation of the centres of mass of the fragments A. and B..

The W-body functions & . and fi., which are antisymmetric

in all the coordinates x-.,x3,.._x are given by

where and and 0-^ are regular and irregular

Coulomb wave functions \ respectively, Functions ($> ^.

i*B]) antisymmetric in all their arguments, where

2AH+B.-1 - 5cmJO

-3-
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where w. . is the Wronskian of the functions 7 . and

The operator A is defined by

A - <H - E) - <H - E)Z Z i$p><*pl(H - sr^.X^JCH

describe the states of the fragments A. and B., respectively.

The coefficients K. ., are the elements of the K-matrix. The

spin-ieospin variables are denoted by er. and C n .

For the trial wave functions we choose the following

form

(5)

where Q is a totally antisymmetric and square integrable fun-

ction "of the coordinates x-,,...*. u. The coefficients c.

and K. ., are variational parameters. Functions 3" . and tl •
Do t} lr o

are given by eq.(4), except that GAJr.j) is ref^ularized at

the origin.

The Kohn-Kato variational expression for the elements

of the K-matrix and its inverse K~ are given by -*

1

and /\ is its transpose. Tha matrix elements of these opera-

tors are denoted by

(8)

The K matrix (6) is explicitely symmetric and the

corresponding S matrix is unitary.

In our calculations we use the microscopic Harailtonian

of the form

= 2 A+B A+B
(9)

Here V^ stands for the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction,

for which we usually choose a central potential of the form

exp [-C (10)
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•where P^. is the space exchange operator. The parametrization

of the radial part of the potential in terms of Gaussian

functions is very convenient, because it allows us to perform

analytically the major part of the calculation of matrix

elements (8). For the same reason the Coulomb potential

(ii)

'id

is represented by

(11')

where (̂  A C^,... ,xA ,S1) and <$)^ (xA^+1,... ,^ + B^,S 2)

are linear combinations of Slater determinants; the corres-

ponding single particle functions are eigenfunctions of the

harmonic oscillators with centres at S.. , £„, respectively,

and with the oscillator parameter y . In order to avoid the

problem of spurious centre-of-mass motion, we restrict our-

selves to the shell-model configurations with no holes in

the closed shells. The generator coordinate two-centre wave

functions (12) can be written in the following form:

(13)

3. The generator coordinate formalism

3.1. The two-centre generator coordinate basis

During the collision of two complex nuclei most nucleons

remain in their fragments. For this reason it seems useful to

work with generator coordinate two-centre wave functions.

•They are constructed in the following way:

j — 3
.+B.

i S, S,= S,
-1 A+B ~ ^ A+B

Here (p (H) is the wave function describing the motion of

the centre of mass

A+B

R
A+B A+B

i-i

and -A J(S) is a normalization factor.

We then define the two-centre generator coordinate re-

presentation of the trial functions (5) by

-6-
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t where

c,S)

where S a are members of a discrete set of N values of S.

Since the 3um "% e._ d).,(x,STJ is supposed to approximate

th« true wave function "y . in the region of the overlap of

th« nuclei, we restrict S to within a sphere of finite ra-

dius, which is- of the magnitude of the sum of radii of the

fragments. The generator coordinate amplitudes f.,(S) and

gi(S) are defined by the following equation:

llmv

(15)

so that the trial wave function (14) satisfies the correct

boundary conditions (2) and (3).

With the generator coordinate trial functions (14) we

can write the matrix elements (8) (from which the K-matrix

(6) and its inverse K are expressed directly) in the fol-

lowing form:

A I -/ (17)

Using the generator coordinate wave functions (14) we

get for the form factor (17):

(18)

Here we have expressed the inverse of the operator (H-K) by

the eigenvalues E n of the Hamiltonian in the subspace spanned

H I n>

where

n> (19)

(20)

3s f*m(s) (16)

-9-
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3.2. The generator coordinate kernels

In order to calculate the form factor (18) one has Co

calculate the generator coordinate kernels: the Hamiltonian

kernel <!(1)J(S)1 H((b,,(S')> and the normalization kernel

\CP-iCS)| Cpj,(S')^. First one evaluates the unprotected

r j
j 0

(S) (SJkernels <4> A. B. CS)| H((J)AB (S)> and j A fi | ̂  _fl
— 0 0 — 0 3 — j 0 •— 0 3

using t h e SC functions (12). We calculate these kernels by

the algebraic programming systems REDUCE 2 or SGHOOHSCHIP ^

Both kernels have the following form

nl n2

2 5

1 "? l

(21)

For calculation of the transition amplitudes (8), where

the channels i and j are partially characterized by angular

momenta, we have to convert the kernels into spherical repre-

sentation. In expression (21) we group together the polynomials

S X S d S 3 and (S')x y z x
(S') ̂  (S')
y z which have the same

x y z x y z
value of cL = n1+n2+n, and X = n^+ng+n^ , respectively.

We can express them in the form

where L runs over even or odd integers, depending on whether

&~ is even or odd. The sum over M goes in steps of 2. Expanding

in addition the Gaussian functions exp f (M^& + CN^'•* 1 ^n

partial waves,

where the expansion coefficients are given in terms of modi

fied spherical Bessel functions

aj (S,S') = 4'rrexp(-«2s2 _ ̂ 2 ) ^ (_2 , N ^SS') ,
o — ~" o — —

we obtain the generator coordinate kernel in the following

form

H A A'
(-1) ° a£ (S,S')

o

„ , / , [QL +1)(2LVI)<LOL 0 A0> <L OL 0A0> ,.. ,,,„.- n.x o _ o _ ' ! (2A+1)(2A + 1)

1/2

(2*0

where

L=0 W=-(n2+n,)
(22)

n
y D (25)

-11-
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and similarly for the normalization kernels.

Here we sum over those values of n1,n2,n, and n^,ng,n{ whose

sum is equal to *• and i , respectively. The sum over A , A ,MA

and M' performs couplings of 1>1 s and spins of fragments in

channels to the total angular momenta of channels j and j .

For generator coordinates S in the interaction region

an approximate solution of eq.(l5) eased on the method of

statistical regularization is discussed in ref. . This

might improve the rate of convergence of the K-matrix in the

number of square integrable functions.

5.3. The generator coordinate amplitude in

asymptotic region

The integral equation (15) has the following asymptotic

solution

(26)

where -TJ . is the Sommerfeld parameter.

It will be shown in the next section that in practical

calculations one needs the amplitude flcjC
s) in the region

I S| > So , where S o is approximately equal to the sum of

radii of fragments.

We follow the following recipe: for a prescribed accuracy

we determine the smallest |r.( from which onward the GC
~° nain

amplitude (26) satisfies the integral equation (15). This value

tr.l and the width of the kernel of the integral equation (15)
~J rain
are used to determine the interval on which the support of

the square integrable functions should lie.

-13-

4. Calculation of matrix elements of the operator A

She matrix elements (16) of the operator A are the

building blocks of the proposed theory of reactions. It fol-

lows from the expression for the A-j..'(S ,S'), eq.(18), that
__ JO " -v

these elements can be obtained from integrals of the type

and those of the type

(28)

After expanding the integrand in partial waves the integrals

(28) reduce to a sum of single radial integrals. They are of

the form (See eqa.(22),(2J)).

co
2 2

(29)

0

The integrals (27) reduce to the sum of double integrals

and their evaluation is the most time consuming part of the



calculation of scattering parameters. These double integrals

are of the form

(30)

C-«2 s2) ^ds> s>;

— o
fl

There are two kinds of double integrals (30):

(i) those, less numerous, which contain amplitudes f and g

with equal channel indices and (ii) the others containing a

pair of .regular amplitudes (̂ itf]_') or a pair of irregular

amplitudes (g-̂ , gy ) as well as those containing f^ and g,/

with different channel indices. In the group (i) one cannot

exchange the order of integration, whereas in the group (ii)

one can. As a consequence we have to perform the double inte-

gration in the case (i), but we can simplify those of (ii)

by expressing them as series of products of single integrals

using the expansion of i L (-2o/N &n
S S •* i n T a T l o r series.

o — i.
One gets series of the form

\x~dx exp(-x) f,{Ji?x)\ , y-dy exp(-y) f,/ (/-/y) ,

This converges satisfactorily (It gives an accuracy better

than 1CT6 by taking 20 terms.).

In the calculation of double integrals (i), one can

use the following "simplification":

Let us denote by H the matrix element of the operator

H-E in the basis Cp .(x,S ) defined by the type of clustering

C. and the value of the generator coordinate,
P

Y a (0^,8 ). Let us call H~ the inverse of H in the same

basis. The elements of the type (16) can be written then as

(S) H ,-

n ' >p 'p'p in,

— - ~ ' -J (5D

When calculating these integrals numerically, we get

H

Ip'n

(52)

If one chooses the integration points Sn, so that they

coincide with the points S of ?' then the aujnmation over

provides and the summation over theprovides Of v' and the summation over the T

then makes the Integrand vanishing over this region.

If additional integration points are chosen, one has

to sum over n running only over these addition points.

A numerical test on the system 'H + He showed that the

phase shifts ara effected by less than 2 per cent.

The reason that one can use the described "simplifica-

tion" is a consequence of the fact that the contribution to

the integral in eq.(30) from a region where both S and S are

small is negligible provided the sum ^ C. © . (x, S )

in formula (14) describes well the composite system. The

sence of the term well means that the value of the integral (31)

-15- -16-



will not change to the desired accuracy if one exchanges

f c ^(S) and g c ^(S) by their projections out of the space
i J I

of square integrable functions (ft* (x , S ).

5. Elastic scattering *He(5H,

In this section we report on the calculation of para-

meters of the elastic scattering of Tie on *H. The aim of the

work on this example is twofold : (i) to test the reliability

of the procedures proposed in previous sections and (ii) to

see what are predictions of the method when a simple effective

interaction is used and a restricted basis of functions is

chosen to span the subspace of the scattering space.

We use the following model in this calculation:

Basis is generated out of the square integrable func-

tions (b in eq.(5) which are two-centre function corres-

ponding to v̂ -t clustering

d-5 -"
Wv (35)

The functions cP i are the s-wave single particle functions

of the harmonic oscillator and P is the operator which

projects the antisymnetrized product onto the eigenstates of

angular momentum labelled by quantum numbers J, M and parity

labelled by * ,

The channel wave function (4) has the channel index

i - (lm j - I 00 ). Each function (j) A and (j>B is
-— J ~ 0

constructed out of single determinants of the same single

particle wave functions as in (533. We choose everywhere

p. 0.5 fm'2.

As the effective nucleon-nucleon potential (10) we
7)

used the expressions VI and V2 proposed by Volkov , each

consisting of a sum of two Gaussian functions.

It is known ' that the Kohn-Kato variational principle

used in sec. 2 can lead to imprecise results for the Z matrix

due to spurious resonances. In order to make sure that

spurious resonances do not influence results we calculated

the K matrix from the inverse Kato-Kohn variational method,

eq.(6). We repeated the calculation of both K and X"1 enlarging

the basis of square'integrable functions (h , eq.(33)-

If we include more than five functions (b the relative dif-

ference between the two S. matrices is smaller than 4.10 .

The relative difference between the K matrix calculated

with five square integrable functions §> and that calculated

with ten (h is less than 10 for the most sensitive case

1 = J at the energy near the resonance.

Although our model of the scattering of nuclei Tie and

% is too simple to allow for a quantitative agreement with

-17-
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experiment its general features provide some insight into

the scattering process.

(i) The calculated phase shifts for all relative angular

momenta except 1 = 3 show the same trend as the experimental

data, except that there is no structure in the calculated

ones, (fig. 1). A similar result has been obtained earlier "•'.

The calculated phase shift for 1 = 3 shows a resonance at the

relative kinetic energy 4.906 MeV (4.05 MeV) for the effective

interaction VI (V2). The experiment iU'' revealed two reso-

nances in thia energy region, one with angular momentum and

parity | at 2.2 MeV and another Z at 4.25 MeV.

The calculation would give rise to two resonances if

we used a noncentral effective potential instead of the central

one (10).

The difference between the calculated and measured

position of the resonance can also be accounted for in the

following way. In this energy region the two colliding nuclei

scatter through a compound state. Therefore it is more ap-

propriate to measure the energy of the colliding system with

respect to the ground state of the compound system than with

respect to the threshold . The difference between the

calculated position of the resonance and the calculated energy

position of the ground state is 5-78? MeV ( 5-&O5 MeV) for

the potential VI (V2) whereas experimentally this energy

difference is 4.6? MeV for the resonance | and 6.27 HeV for

A. From thi3 standpoint the calculated energy of the resonance

-19-

lies between the measured energies of the resonance and
exp

M e V"
7 ^

£ , whose average j E7/2" + ? E5/2~

The experimental data are usually given as functions

of the relative kinetic energy of the colliding nuclei. In

view of the remark made in .the preceeding paragraph we compare

the measured differential cross section for the elastic

scattering at a given relative kinetic energy closed to the measu-

red resonant energy with the cross section calculated at the energq

which is greater than the measured relative kinetic energy by
exp

E,,,- ). These two dif-5/2

ferential cross sections are shown in fig. 2.

The cross sections for energies away from the energy of

the resonance are shown in fig. 3-

(ii) The calculation gives also some insight into the

reaction mechanism:

The probability amplitudes of finding the compound

aystem in one of the quasibound states <p^ which are eigen-

functions of the Hamiltonian in the basis of square integrable

functions (33) are given by

cal 4. exp

Resonance ~ ( 7 E 7/2

Fir

The amplitudes ^ ^ ( S ) are the expansion coeffi-

cients of the functions m • in the basis (33) ,eq.(2O).

The amplitudes A ^ (E.E(,n ) (1= 0, ... 4, n = 1,... 6)

are shown in fig.4 for the bombarding energies in the CM

system E . 1.217, 4.906 and 10.0 MeV.

-20-



The amplitudes Ai n (E» sln^
 a s functions of E ̂

for t • 0,2 and 4 do not change with the bombarding energy

E. For fixed E and different t (=0,2 and A-) the distri-

bution of absolute values of, A« (E, E{_) are very similar

having a broad Lorentzian-like shape.

For odd " and fixed E the distribution of absolute

values of Aj n over E[ n has a completely different shape

peaked around the lowest two values of Ei , for t = 3 the

lowest value of Ei is the resonance energy. At the energy E

equal to the resonance energy 4.906 MeV, the amplitude

A^n (E, Ejn) at each E,Q has a sign opposite to the sign

at E - 1.217 MeV and at S . 10.0 MeV.

Ihe behaviour of the amplitudes Ai (E, E. ) indicates

that for t <* 0,2,4- several quasibound states are needed to

describe the elastic scattering whereas for I =1,5

few lowest states are needed. This can be undestood as if

the reaction in the channela t = 0,2,4 is of a direct type

and in ' » 1,5 it is of a compound type. This shows that the

described method of calculation enables one to get an infor-

mation on the reaction mechanism by analysing the scattering

wave functions in terma of wave functions of quasibound states.

As a final remark let ua note that the two effective po-

tentials VI and V2 used in the calculation did not give rise

to appreciably different differential cross sections on a broad

energy interval, although VI has a soft repulsive core and

V2 not. In fig.3c it is shown that at relative kinetic energy

equal to 30 MeV the repulsive core of the potential VI does

not influence the elastic scattering.

6. Discussion

In this section, we discuss some aspects of the proposed

method of calculation of collision parameters and compare

it with the RGM. We shall mention some open problems, some

of which are common to both methods.

1. The feasibility of the calculation is the main

problem of methods for microscopic description of collisions.

At present they are limited to the scattering of light nuclei,

or to the elastic scattering of closed shell nuclei.

Approximate procedures, which could be used in describing

the scattering of heavier nuclei, have not been developed in

the framework of either the RGM or the GCM.

The RGM and the GCH are two alternative realizations of

the microscopic description of nuclear reactions. As they

employ different approximations in the calculations, they

might offer the possibility to test some effect of approxi-

mations used in each theory. Results obtained by different

approximations might show which method should be favourably

used on different systems. A systematic comparative study

is not performed yet and the following discussion is also

not intended to present eventual advantages or drawbacks of

-21- -22-



either of the methods, but as a guide to an eventual new

user what kind of analytical and numerical work he will be

involved in.

(1) Both methods start the calculation with evaluation

of the unprotected kernels (18).Up to now a number of reaction

calculations was performed in EGK by employing the cluster-

coordinate technique. In more recent calculations the generator

coordinate technique for calculating kernels prevails. The

experience vith symbolic algebra shows that the kernels ci .1

be calculated in an efficient way due to (cyclic) symmetr.. s

of the Cartesian irreducible tensors and the spin-isospin

symmetries.

In the RGM one has to perform the transformation of these

kernels to relative coordinates r and r', by performing a

two-dimensional convolution. However, the particular choice

of the harmonic oscillator single particle basis offers

simplifications.

In the GCM the kernels (18) are used in the original

form.

(2) Both theories base the evaluation of the scattering

parameters on a variational principle, but the types of nu-

merical mathematics used are different. In the RGM for reactions

one has to solve numerically the system of integro-differential

equations ^ for N functions of relative motion of fragments

which satisfy the scattering boundary conditions. The accuracy

of the procedure is determined by the step size used in

solving numerically the system.

In the GCM for collisions one has to solve the K un-
c

coupled integral equations (15) for the generator coordinate

amplitudes fi-XS) and g, (S). As the asymptotic form of the

trial function, eq.(ll), is given once these amplitudes are

known, the evaluation of scattering parameters reduces to

the numerical calculation of single and double integrals (29)

and (30)• The theorem discussed in sec.4 reduces the amount

of work on double integrals.

2. There are some open problems common to all methods

of microscopic description of collisions. We shall mention

two of them.

(1) The K matrix in eq.(6) is obtained from a variational

principle which gives the stationary value and not the lower

or upper bound to the calculated scattering parameters.

Enlarging the basis of the square integrable functions §

in eq.(5) does not necessarily provide an improvement of the

result.

We employ the following procedure:

(i) Ve enlarge the basis of the square integrable functions

J) untill the matrix elements K. . "converge"; (ii) we

calculate also the matrix elements (K~ )^.. If all the K^.

"converge" and if K provides close values for phase shifts

-21*-



(cross section) , we accept the calculated K matrix. It would

bo necessary to replace this rule by better justified procedure,

if one likes to have a guarantee that eventual agreement with

experiments is not incidental.

(2) The problem of choosing the effective nucleon-

nucleon force is the most urgent one, if one likes to extend

the application of the GCM and HGM to a wider class of prob-

lems. Till now simple functional forms for the effective

potential were used, parameters of potential being fitted as

good as possible to either binding energies of separate clusters,

or the radius of the composite system and its binding energy.

This procedure works reasonably well for Is fragments. As

soon as we have in the composite system a probable clustering

with a ip fragment, there is no simple force, which provi-

des the binding of these fragments if they are treated in

the shell-model framework. Eecent attempt ' to describe the
n

bound states of Li by an effective potential of Volkov

showed that the interplay of cluster structures - He)

and ( Li - n) is important, but this potential provided a

wrong value for the binding energy of Li. This has the

consequence, that at least the energy dependence of the cross

section for the two-body transfer reaction •% + He —> Li + n

is incorrect. Similar difficulties occur when one of frag-

12
ments is the nucleus C.

Before making an effort to develop consistently an ef-

fective force in different aubspaces corresponding to different

clusterings, we shall try to examine the p-shell nuclei like

6Li and 12C described by two or three cluster configurations

using same (or consistently adjusted) effective nucleon-

nucleon potential.
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Figure captions

Fig.l. Phase shifts for the elastic \ + \e scattering

extracted from experimental data ' are compared with those

calculated "by using the interaction of Volkov VI (full line)

and V2 (dashed line).

Fig.2. The measured differential cross section for the

elastic ''H + Tie scattering at the resonant energy E c „ =

= 2.175 MeV is compared with the differential cross section

calculated at Eg H . 4.906 MeV and E c M = 4-.05 MeV using

the interaction of Volkov VI (full line) and V2 (dashed line),

respectively.

Fig.3- The measured differential cross section for the

elastic ^H + He scattering is compared with the differential

cross section calculated at the same energies using the inter-

action of Volkov VI (full line) and V2 (dashed line).

Fig.4. The probability amplitudes of finding the compound

system in one of the quasibound states which are eigenfunctions

of the Hamiltonian in the basis of square integrable functions

corresponding to the energies E, are shown for the bombarding

energies E c M = 1.217, 4.906, and 10 MeV. Full lines denote

the amplitudes with positive sign and dashed lines those with

negative sign.
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CM. Differential cross section (mb/sr)
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